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Abstract

A fast parallel oct�tree code originally developed for three�dimensional N�body gravitational
simulations was modi�ed into ��� a fast N�vortex code for viscous and inviscid vortex �ow com�
putations using the regularized vortex particle method �VEM�� and ��� a fast N�panel code for
solving boundary integral equations in potential �ow aerodynamics using the boundary element
method �BEM�	 The core of the fast tree code remains essentially unchanged between the dif�
ferent application codes
 gravitation� VEM� BEM� etc	 Only the modules that actually encode
the physical model are changed	 Particular attention is given to controlling the error introduced
by the use of multipole expansions to represent the �eld produced by groups of elements� i	e	�
the tree code error	 In particular� the acceptable error bound for use of any multipole expan�
sion approximation is a run�time parameter	 Program outputs include statistics on the errors
for the �eld evaluation at all element locations	 Problems in VEM and BEM involving N in
the range ��� to over ��� are computed on parallel supercomputers	 Problems with N in the
range ��� to ��� are computed on workstations	 Performance results are presented� together
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with sample computational results	 For the VEM method� a high order particle redistribution
scheme has been incorporated� in an e�cient way� into the parallel tree code	 It is applied� if
necessary� to ensure that the core overlapping condition remains satis�ed in long time compu�
tations	 In addition� two dierent relaxation schemes have also been incorporated and partially
tested	 Such schemes are applied� if necessary� to ensure that the particle representation of the
vorticity �eld remains a good representation of the true divergence free vorticity �eld in long
time computations	

� Introduction

A fast oct�tree code� originally developed for three�dimensional N�body gravitational problems
������� ����	
 has been modi�ed into �� a fast N�vortex code for viscous and inviscid vortex �ow
computations ���
 using the regularized vortex particle method �� vortex element method� VEM�
��� ��� ��� ���	�
 combined with the particle strength exchange scheme for viscous di�usion �	� �
�
and ��� a fast N�panel code for solving boundary integral equations in potential �ow aerodynamics
�	
 using the boundary element method �BEM� � panel method� ��� �� �
� The core of the fast
tree code remains essentially unchanged between the di�erent application codes� gravitation� VEM�
BEM� etc� Only the modules that actually encode the physical model are changed� In gravitation�
the acceleration of one mass element is the gradient of the potential induced by all mass elements�
according to Newton�s law of gravitation� Mass elements are accelerated by the local acceleration�
In vortex �ows computed with the VEM� the velocity of one vortex element is the curl of the vector
potential induced by all vortex elements according to the Biot�Savart law� Vortex elements are
convected by the local velocity and their vorticity vector is subjected to stretching by the local
velocity gradient� The vortex particle code is thus immediately more costly than the gravitational
code� �� particle strengths and potential �elds are vectors rather than scalars� and ��� both the
�rst and second derivatives of the vector potential must be evaluated in order to obtain both the
velocity and the velocity gradient� Moreover� one needs to maintain the condition that particle
cores continue to overlap in long time computations� This requires that a particle redistribution
scheme be incorporated into the method� Finally� the particle representation of the vorticity �eld
does not constitute a generally divergence free basis ���� ��
� Thus� although the initial particle
discretization of a vorticity �eld can be made very near divergence free� this condition does not
necessarily remain satis�ed in long time computations� A relaxation scheme can be applied� if
and when necessary� which ensures that the particle �eld remains a good representation of the
true divergence free vorticity �eld� Di�erent approaches have been proposed ���� ��� 	�
� Two
approaches have been incorporated into the tree code and have been partially tested�

Computing the time evolution of a set of vortex elements requires� at each time step� that one
computes the velocity and velocity gradient� i�e�� �rst and second derivatives of the vector potential
�eld induced by all N elements� This operation is analogous to a matrix�vector multiply for a full
N � N matrix applied to a vector of N elements� This is� by far� the most expensive part of the
computation� The remaining aspects of the computation are fairly local and are not as expensive�
particle exchange scheme for viscous di�usion� particle redistribution scheme� relaxation schemes�
In the di�usion scheme� only particles that are in the neighborhood of a given particle contribute
to the change in that particle�s strength� Once computed� the velocity gradient tensor contains all
necessary components to evaluate the true vorticity �eld� r�u� at the particle�s location� Then� in
the relaxation scheme by Pedrizzetti �P�scheme�� the particle�s strength is modi�ed using the true
vorticity at the particle�s location� In the relaxation scheme by Winckelmans et al� �W�scheme��
the particle�s strength is modi�ed using the true vorticity at the particle�s location and the strength
of the neighboring particles�
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When solving potential �ow problems with scalar BEM ��� �
 �or vector BEM�� the situation
is essentially the same as for VEM� the normal �tangential� velocity at the control point of each
boundary element is the gradient �curl� of the �vector� potential induced by all boundary elements�
Solving for the unknown element strengths using an iterative technique requires� at each iteration�
an operation analogous to a matrix�vector multiply� for each of the N elements� �nd the velocity
�� �rst derivatives of the �eld� induced by all N elements� This constitutes the expensive part of
the computation�

� Fast tree�codes and our approach

Thus� the above problems �gravitation� VEM� BEM� etc�� are all O�N�� in complexity �per time
step for gravitation and VEM� per iteration for BEM�� for each of the N elements� �nd the deriva�
tives of the �eld induced by all N elements� The use of fast tree codes� in �D and �D ��� ��
���� 	� ���� ��� �	� ������ 	� 	�
� reduces the computing cost associated with all evaluations
from O�N�� to something much more tractable� O�N logN�� or O�N���� with � �� � or even
O�N� depending on the complexity of the implementation� The �big�O� notation can however be
misleading for practical values of N and desired levels of accuracy�

In our implementations of the VEM �with smoothing of compact support� ���� 	�
 and of
the BEM ���� 	� 	�
� multipole expansions of order p � � are used �i�e�� monopole � dipole
� quadrupole�� Particular attention is given to ensuring that the error introduced by the use
of multipole expansion approximations remains below a desired level for all evaluations� A run�
time parameter� etol� determines the maximum allowed error bound for any particular multipole
evaluation� It was shown ���
 that the error on the �eld �rst derivatives which is introduced by
using an order p multipole representation of a group of elements �i�e�� a cell� is bounded as follows�

ep�x� � 

�d� b��

�
�p� ��

Bp��

dp��
� �p� �

Bp��

dp��

�
��

where d is the distance between the evaluation point x and the multipole expansion center xc� b is
the radius of the smallest sphere centered at xc and containing the distributed strengths and

Bl �

Z
cell

kx� � xckl k� �k dx� � ���

In VEM and vector BEM� �� is a vector and ep is the L��norm error bound on kr � ��x�k� In
gravitation and scalar BEM� �� is a scalar and the error bound is on kr��x�k� For particle methods�
integrals such as Eq� � reduce to sums over the discrete particles contained in the cell� for BEM�
one must �rst integrate the distributed strength over each panel before summing the contributions
of the panels contained in a cell�

For ease of implementation and numerical e�ciency� error estimates involving only B� and B�

are used� no square root is needed in evaluating the B� property of a cell� and the translation of
B� between children and parents during tree construction is much easier� Using H�older�s inequality
for sums� it can be shown that a generalization of a result presented in ���
 is Bm�n

l � Bn
l�mBm

l�n

which� together with the more obvious result Bl�k � bk Bl� leads to optimum �B�� B���based error
bounds for order p multipole expansions�
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When building the tree and the multipoles for all active cells� this equation is solved �very e�ciently�
using Newton�Raphson� for dcrit such that the rhs is equal to etol� This becomes a cell property�
Only for elements further away than dcrit will that multipole be used� if d � dcrit� the multipole
expansion is used and work is saved� together with the actual error bound� ebound� for that particular
interaction at that particular distance d� if d � dcrit� the multipole expansion is not used and the
test is applied recursively to all active children cells� A valuable program output is �ebound� the
square root of the sum of the error bounds squared for all multipole expansion evaluations used in
computing the �eld derivatives at one element� This bound is a good estimate of the total tree code
error for that element if one assumes that the errors due to the di�erent multipole expansions used
act in random directions� Numerical experiments and comparison with exact O�N�� computations
indicate that this is indeed the case� Typically� one obtains values of �ebound that are fairly uniform
�with a maximum value roughly twice that of the mean over all particles�� Typically� one also
obtains that the mean of �ebound is three to seven times etol�

Notice that� for smoothing methods that don�t have a compact support� one must develop
the multipole expansions corresponding to the smooth kernel� together with the appropriate error
bound estimates� This was done for two cases� the low and the high order algebraic smoothings of
�	�
� This work will be reported in another paper�

All arithmetic is done in single precision except for situations in which one computes a sum�
mation of hundreds or thousands of independent quantities� Such summations are done in double
precision to prevent loss of accuracy due to roundo�� Finally� all �

p
x functions are evaluated

using the fastest possible inlined hardware instruction� Depending on the details of the chip archi�
tecture� the result may only be accurate to within about �� This is su�cient for error estimate
evaluations� For �eld evaluations� the result is iterated twice using a Newton�Raphson procedure
to provide accuracy approaching that of single�precision arithmetic� The same goes for the rapid
evaluation of quotients and the reciprocal function� In both cases the result may di�er from the
IEEE� �	 speci�cation for the equivalent function� The small errors introduced by roundo� in this
way are much smaller than those inherent in the multipole approximation�

� Back to the VEM method

In the regularized vortex particle method� the particle vorticity �eld is

����x� t� �
X
s



��
�

�kx� xs�t�k
�

�
�s�t� ���

with �s � �s vols the particle strength �where vols is the �uid volume associated with that particle�
and �s is to be understood as the !averaged� vorticity within that volume� and � the regularization
parameter �the particle !core� size�� Since the �ow is incompressible� the �uid volume associated
with each particle remains constant in time� Moreover� in the particular case of particles generated
on a h � h � h lattice �e�g�� at initial condition� or after particle redistribution� see below�� all
particles have the same �uid volume� vols � h�� Finally� the regularization parameter � is taken
as uniform� It is also kept constant in time �since viscous di�usion is taken into account using the
particle exchange scheme� see below�� Convergence of the regularized method requires that particle
cores overlap slightly� Thus� the spacing between neighbor particles should not be allowed to grow
much larger than � �hence the need for a particle redistribution scheme� see below��
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Particles are convected by the local velocity�

d

dt
xq�t� � u��x

q�t�� t� � � �

and their strength is subjected to the �D stretching of vortex lines� The general mixed scheme is
obtained as ����	�
�

d

dt
�q�t� �

�
	ru��xq�t�� t� � �� 	� �ru��xq�t�� t��T

�
� �q�t� ���

for� in principle� any 	 �but� usually� � � 	 � � with three typical cases� 	 �  �classical scheme��
	 � � �transpose�� 	 � �� �symmetric���

For the present version of the VEM code� the Gaussian smoothing is used ���� ��� ���	�
�
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�
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�� ��
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with � the vorticity smoothing function� G the Green�s function for the vector potential� K the Biot�
Savart function for the velocity evaluation� F a function used in evaluating the velocity gradient�
and 
 � r�� the dimensionless distance�

Since the Gaussian smoothing decays exponentially� there is negligible error from treating it
as though it has compact support� and vanishes beyond some prescribed cuto�� The cuto� is a
controllable program input� It is usually set to 
cut � �� hence a relative error of �� � ���� Thus�
for distances less than ��� direct interaction is used and no multipole expansion is allowed� no
matter what the error criterium ep �not valid within the core anyway� gives� For very accurate
computations� the cuto� might be set to higher values� e�g�� 
cut � � with a relative error of
��� ���� Higher values of 
cut imply� of course� an increase in the CPU time per �eld evaluation�
In fact� the choice of 
cut is not independent from the choice of etol� for a given etol� the choice of 
cut
is taken so as to ensure that the multipole error �as measured by the obtained �ebound� dominates
the cuto� error�

The error function erf�x� is computed using e�x
�

and Eq�  ���� in �
� For small 
� Taylor
series expansions are used to evaluate G� K and F �

With the particle strength exchange scheme for viscous di�usion �	� �
� we have�

d

dt
�q�t� � � � �� ��

��

X
s

�
volq

��
�s�t�� vols

��
�q�t�

�


�kxs�t�� xq�t�k
�

�
� ���

where �
� � ��

�
d
d���
�� For compact support smoothings �or smoothings that decay fast enough��

only the s particles that are in the neighborhood of the q particle are needed� With the Gaussian
smoothing �which is also such that �
� � ��
��� we use the same compact support cuto� as for
the rest of the code�
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��� Particle redistribution schemes

One needs to maintain the condition that particle cores overlap� This calls for a particle redistri�
bution scheme if and when necessary� The "� scheme ����
 is adopted� It consists in replacing
the distorded set of vortex particles by a new set where the new particles are aigain located on a
h� h� h lattice� Consider �rst the normalized D problem with unit spacing� Then� in the "��x�
scheme� an old particle located at ��

�
� x � �

�
gives ��

�
x�� x� of its strength to the new particle

located at �� � � x�� � x� to the new particle located at �� and �

�
x� � x� to the new particle

located at � This schemes is such that�

xn � ���n
�
�

�
x�� x�

�
� ���n ��� x�� � x�� � ��n

�


�
x� � x�

�
�	�

for n � �� � �� In �D� one applies the scheme as "��x� "��y� "��z�� This scheme then conserves
exactly total vorticity� linear impulse and angular impulse� It usually does a very good job at
energy conservation� and a good job at enstrophy conservation�

Notice that a simpler scheme is the "� scheme� in that case� an old particle located at ��

�
�

x � �

�
gives �

�
� x of its strength to the new particle located at ��

�
� and �

�
� x to the new particle

located at �

�
� This schemes is such that�

xn �

�
�

�

�n �


�
� x

�
�

�


�

�n �


�
� x

�
���

for n � �� � Again� in �D� one applies the scheme as "��x� "��y� "��z�� This scheme then conserves
exactly total vorticity and linear impulse� It does not conserve angular impulse� It usually does a
poor job at energy conservation� and a very poor job at enstrophy conservation� We recommend
that it never be used�

We consider two approaches to the problem of redistributing vorticity from an old set of particles
to a new set� The simplest approach consists in creating an empty N��N��N� matrix and �lling
it by looping over the list of the N particles� Then� the list of new particles is generated from the
non�zero matrix elements� This approach is not viable for arbitrary distributions of vorticity since
the zero elements in the matrix lead to excessive memory requirements�

Thus� it is desirable that the redistribution scheme exploit the sparseness of the vorticitiy
distribution� i�e� that it avoids creating a mostly empty N��N��N� matrix explicitly in memory�
We accomplish this by constructing a oct�tree with the property that every terminal cell in the
oct�tree contains either zero or one particle� This is precisely the same data structure used in
the fast evaluation of the �eld quantities� so all the necessary algorithmic machinery was already
in place� New particles are simply placed at the centers of terminal nodes of the tree� and their
strengths are determined from nearby old particles� which can be easily found by traversing the
tree� Notice that the memory required by this construction is modest� no matter how irregular the
distribution of particles in space�

The performance of the two approaches is illustrated in Fig�  for two sample �D con�gurations�
It is seen that� for sparse vorticity con�gurations� the tree�approach is far superior to the matrix�
approach� It runs faster and uses less memory �here� saturation at N � �� for the matrix�
approach�� As expected� for dense vorticity con�gurations� the tree�approach is slightly more
expensive than the matrix�approach�

The "� scheme has been incorporated in the fast �D parallel tree code as well� Particle redis�
tribution is also done using a tree� without the need for large memory or large message passing
requirements� It runs very e�ciently� Its cost is negligible compared to the cost associated with
the �eld evaluation�
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Finally� it should be noted that newly created particles that are too small in strength are not
kept �yet another run�time parameter for the code�� This provides control to prevent the number
of particles from growing too fast�

��� Relaxation schemes for the particle vorticity �eld

Pedrizzetti�s relaxation scheme ���
 �P�scheme� was developed in the framework of singular vortex
particles� It is modi�ed to be used in the context of regularized vortex particles� At every time
step� the particle strength vector is modi�ed using the �ltering�

�qnew � �� f #t��q � f #t
���x

q�

k���xq�kk�
qk ���

where ���x
q� is the true local vorticity �eld �i�e�� the curl of the velocity �eld� and where f is

a frequency factor� The time scale �f is tuned with respect to the time scale�s� of the physical
phenomena under study to give satisfactory results� This relaxation scheme basically acts as a
!spring� that tries to maintain the particle strength vector aligned with the true vorticity vector�
This scheme is a simple local operation on the particle strength vector� No system of linear equations
involving neighbor particles needs to be solved�

Winckelmans�s relaxation scheme ���� 	�
 �W�scheme� is based on the smooth�function repre�
sentation of the vorticity �eld� one requires that� at particle locations� the regularized particle �eld�
����x

q�� represented by the new particle strenghts be equal to the divergence free vorticity �eld�
���x

q� � r� u��x
q�� computed using the old particle strenghts�

X
s



��
�

�kxq � xsk
�

�
�snew � ���x

q� � � �

This scheme is best applied just after the particle redistribution scheme� The fact that the particles
are then on a regular lattice greatly favors the good�quality reconstruction of a smooth function
from particle strengths� It is also best to use the Gaussian smoothing as it too permits the good�
quality reconstruction of a smooth function from particle strengths in quite a range of values for
� � h�� � �

The W�scheme with Gaussian smoothing �and cuto�� amounts to solving a system of linear
equations involving only neighbor particles� This is done using an iterative method such as relaxed�
Jacobi �in the parallel code� or relaxed Gauss�Seidel� Notice that the matrix is not diagonally
dominant� In fact� the smaller h��� the worse the non�diagonal dominance� At this point� the
e�cient iterative solution of this system is still a subject of active research within our group� e�g��
through the development of an e�cient preconditioner� This will be reported in another paper
when the work is completed�

The above P� and W�schemes don�t have general conservation properties �total vorticity� linear
and angular impulse� energy� enstrophy�� Nevertheless� our experience to date with the W�scheme
is that it performs quite well when properly applied�

��� Time integration

For time integration� the O
	
�#t��



Adams�Bashforth scheme �AB�� is used� Since this scheme

is not self�starting� an O
	
�#t��



Runge�Kutta scheme �RK�� is used for the �rst time step �after

the initial condition or after each particle redistribution�� This scheme allows one to maintain
second order accuracy throughout� Numerical experiments have indeed shown that an O �#t�
Euler scheme is simply not acceptable� The RK� scheme is e�ciently programed as follows� Euler
predictor� trapezoidal rule corrector�
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� The BEM code so far

For the BEM method so far� we use the formulation with triangular panels of uniform strength
��� �
� No optimization of the iterative method has been carried out so far� A relaxed Jacobi
scheme is used in the parallel code� Two types of panels were used� scalar !source$sink� strengths
and vector !vortex sheet� strengths� The BEM code was tested on the sphere and on ellipsoids at
angle of attack� with very good convergence when the relaxation factor is set to �� �� Even for
�at ellipsoids �a�b � � and b�c���� the convergence rate was very good� It is planed to further
investigate and possibly improve the BEM code by possibly� �� incorporating panels with linear
variation of the strength� and ��� using more sophisticated iterative solvers�

� Performance results for the VEM and BEM codes

For performance analysis of the VEM code� we consider vortex particles initially on the surface of
the unit sphere �R � �� and of strength corresponding to potential �ow past the sphere with unit
free stream velocity �U� � � ���
� This initial condition then evolves dynamically� see Fig� 	� The
sphere is discretized by recursively splitting the faces of an icosahedron into equilateral triangles�
and them projecting them onto the sphere� This produces a uniform discretization of the sphere
surface as all panels are close to equilateral triangles� For the VEM test� the triangles obtained
at the lowest splitting level are replaced by vortex particles using the Gaussian smoothing with �
equal to the linear size of the unprojected triangles� For the BEM test� the triangles are the panels
�	
� Ellipsoids can be obtained by linear stretching and squeezing of the sphere�

Performance results for computations performed on the Intel Touchstone Delta� an MIMD with
up to �� processors �intel i��� processors with � MB of RAM each�� are presented in Fig� �� A
rough scaling for the CPU cost is obtained as T � N����P ��	� The performance of the tree code is
thus very good �N����� and so is its parallel implementation �P ��	�� see ���� ��� ��� �	
�

The tree code is written entirely in ANSI C and has been ported to several other parallel and
sequential platforms ���� ��
� In particular� problems with N � O��� � �
� are now easily solved
on the degenerate parallel case of single processor workstations� e�g�� see Fig� ��

Our basic VEM and BEM codes are p � �� but we have also conducted tests to �nd what multi�
pole expansion order p is near optimal� Three di�erent VEM codes were produced and tested �	�
�
each using the optimum error bound� For comparable levels of obtained accuracy �i�e�� comparable
�ebound�� it was found that �a� the p � � and p �  codes perform almost equally and �b� they
both outperform the p � � code� It thus appears that multipole expansions of order higher than
p � � should not be used in �D� the program complexity is increased considerably �e�g�� multipole
translations from children cells to parent cells� multipole evaluations� memory requirements� while
the performance� at equal level of obtained accuracy� is not improved�

� Sample computational results

One interesting problem was already described above� the time evolution of a spherical vortex sheet
with� as initial condition� the vorticity distribution corresponding to potential �ow past the unit
sphere with unit free stream velocity� Initially� the vortex intensity is proportional to sin � where
� is the angle relative to the free stream� The run was done with ����� particles �h � ������
#t � ������ � � ����� 	 � ��� and etol � ����� No di�usion� no particle redistribution� and no
relaxation schemes were employed� Snapshots of the solution are shown in Fig� 	� Although of
azimuthal symmetry initially� this problem goes unstable �here in mode 	� and the axisymmetry
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is lost quite rapidly� Eventually� regions of very intense vorticity are formed and the �ow becomes
!turbulent�� There is a direct analogy between this problem and another problem in gas dynamics�
The interaction of a weak shock wave with a spherical gas inhomogeneity �e�g�� a spherical helium
bubble in air� �
 will deposit� on the interface between the two gases� a vorticity layer of strength
roughly proportional to sin �� �Indeed� baroclinic generation of vorticity is proportional to rp�r

which� in �rst approximation� goes like sin ��� The time evolution of this vorticity �eld is then very
similar to our incompressible �ow computation� see Fig� � in �
�

To illustrate the latest version of the VEM code� we consider a high resolution computation
of the fusion of two vortex rings� radius R � � circulation % � � initial Gaussian vorticity
distribution with �R � ��� �hence �q

max�t � �� � ������ spacing of the two rings center to center
S � �� �� angle of each ring w�r�t� vertical of �� degrees� Each ring is discretized with �� sections
and ��� particles per section �i�e�� using  layers� see �	�
� with �q

min
�t � �� � ������ � The

inter�particle spacing is then h � ����� The computations were run with #t � ����� � � �������
	 � �� � � ������ �i�e�� Re � %�� � 	��� and etol � ����� on both �� nodes of an IBM�SP�
and �	 nodes of an Intel Paragon� Initially� there were ��� �� particles �� CPU seconds per step
on SP���� and �� on Paragon��	�� The "� particle redistribution scheme with h � ���� was used
every � time steps �with the smallest particle strength kept set to �q

min � ������ At the end of
the run� there were ������ particles �� CPU seconds per step on SP���� and ��� on Paragon��	��
We obtained� for the mean over all elements� �ebound � ������� This computation was a !capability
demonstration� and a bit of an overkill� etol � ���� would likely have su�ced �leading to a factor of
roughly two improvement in the CPU cost at equal number of particles�� together with �q

min
� ���

for the redistribution scheme �leading to a slower growth rate in the number of particles�� It is also
believed that the computation was over�resolved for the Reynolds number considered� It is seen
in the histograms of Fig� � that the di�usion scheme� when combined with the high order particle
redistribution scheme� correctly captures the fusion process� First� the energy and enstrophy losses
associated with the "� scheme are so small that they cannot be seen in the histograms� �They can
only slightly be seen when the histograms are di�erentiated numerically�� Second� the histogram of
normalized energy decay rate follows the histogram of enstrophy� as it should� �A better overlap of
the two histograms would likely be obtained by optimizing a bit the ratio h���� For comparison�
a run without particle redistribution was also done� In that case� the energy decay rate does not
follow the enstrophy and is thus clearly incorrect� Finally� the conservation of linear impulse is
also much improved by the use of the redistribution scheme� Yet� even with particle redistribution�
linear impulse starts decreasing at t � 	� It is believed that the particle vorticity �eld is then
beginning to deviate signi�cantly from the divergence free vorticity �eld�

At this point� we are experimenting with the two relaxation schemes� P�scheme and W�scheme�
when used in conjunction with the redistribution scheme� Results obtained so far are encouraging�
yet too preliminary to be reported� We are also setting up for computations at higher Reynolds
numbers and at higher resolution �e�g�� with N in the range ���� Also of interest is the in�uence
of the parameter 	 in the �D stretching�

� Conclusions

The VEM method has come a long way since its early stages� accurate viscous di�usion� fast
and accurate �eld evaluation on both sequential and parallel platforms� particle redistribution
schemes� relaxation schemes for the particle vorticity �eld� This work is still in progress� It is
however believed that the progress made so far� combined with more recent developments in vortex
techniques for wall�bounded �ows ����� ��� ��� 	�
� will soon permit the simulation of �D unsteady
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problems of engineering interest� �ow past blu� bodies or past streamlined bodies at high angle
of attack� including vortex wake� These body$wake computations will require the merging of the
VEM code with the BEM code� need to determine� at each time step� the vorticity �ux necessary
at solid boundaries in order to satisfy the no�slip boundary condition�
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Figure � Performance� on an IBM POWERserver ��� �SPECfp��� ���� with �� MB of RAM�
of the two approaches for the particle redistribution scheme on two sample �D con�gurations�
full con�guration with particles �lling up a whole square box �squares� and sparse con�guration
with particles on the perimeter of a circle �triangles�� matrix�approach �hollow� and tree�approach
�solid��

Figure �� Performance study of VEM and scalar BEM p � � codes on the Intel Touchstone Delta�
Ranges are from P �  to P � �� processors� and from N � � ��� to N � � ���  �� elements�
etol � ����� also reported is the mean� over all elements� of �ebound�
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Figure �� Performance study of the VEM p � � code on an IBM POWERstation � � �SPECfp���
��� with �	 MB of RAM� Range is from N � � ��� to N � �� ��� elements� etol � ���� and
etol � ������ also reported is the mean� over all elements� of �ebound�
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Figure 	� Time evolution of a spherical vortex sheet with� as initial condition� the vorticity distri�
bution corresponding to potential �ow past the unit sphere with unit free stream velocity� �D view
of the particle positions at t � ��� and t � ����
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Figure �� Fusion of two vortex rings� �D view of the particle strength vectors at t � ���� ��	� ���� His�
togram of linear impulse� Iz� Histogram of energy� E� Histogram of enstrophy� E � and of normalized
energy decay rate� � �

�
dE
dt �
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